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X {is / are} just that: Y  

The Semantic and Functional Properties of the “X {is / are} just that: Y”
Construction in English 

 

OTAKE Yoshio 
 

This paper points to the hitherto neglected some semantic and functional aspects of the “X 

{is / are} just that: Y” construction, such as “Books are just that: books.” We have 
descriptively discussed the semantic properties of the element shown in the Y slot. We have 

also tried to clarify the information structure and the discourse function of the “X {is / are} 

just that: Y” construction. The semantic and functional properties of the the “X {is / are} 
just that: Y” construction have been borne out by observing naturally occurring data.  

 
 be “just that”, X is just that: Y , It is just that., They 
are just that. 

Keywords: Referential expressions, Subject + be  + “just that”, “X is just that: Y” construction, It is 

just that., They are just that. 

 
 

 
be “just that”

 

 
  (1)  a.  The conversation is lively, the finger sandwiches are delightful, the sweets are just that and 

the champagne can make you think you are on vacation in the middle of the week. 

(The Washington Post, April 22, 2004) 

 
        b.  Speculation is just that: speculation. We should regard it as such. 

(R. C. Richardson, Evolutionary Psychology as Maladapted Psychology) 
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(1a) “the sweets are just that” “the sweets” be are “just that”

(1b) “Speculation is just that: speculation” speculation be

is “just that” speculation

 
(1a-b) “the sweets” speculation

(2a-e) it that those they which

“just that” (=(1b), (2b)) (=(2a), (2c), (2d))
(=(2e)) (2a-e) “just that”

(2a) “it’s just that” “a dream” it
“a dream” (2b) “that is just that” noise

that “a lot of noise” be “just 

that” “just that”

 

 
(2)   a.  That’s a dream I harbor, but it’s just that  a dream.                    (L. Carroll, Then and Now) 

 
        b.  I think there’s a lot of noise around prosthesis but that is just that: noise. 

(The Sydney Morning Herald, February 27, 2020) 

        c.  The flowers are not those large, red, leaf-like structures; those are just that — modified leaves 

called bracts.                                                                  (The Sun Chronicle, January 3, 2017) 

 
        d.  I certainly applaud all these efforts. But they are just that  efforts. 

(The Washington Post, June 12, 2005) 
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        e.  Another consideration is that Horatio Alger myth, which is just that, a myth. 

(The Washington Post, July 5, 1991) 

 

 

“just that”

… …
be “just that”

X be {is / are} “just that” Y

X {is / are} just that: Y  
X {is / are} just that: Y

X {is / are} just that: Y
 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y  

X {is / are} just that: Y be is are

(=(3a)) (=(3b)) (=(3c))
X {is / are} just that: Y  

 

  (3)  a.  My mom related this story to me and at the time it was just that – a story. 
(L. Mashazi , Running Against The Tide) 

 
        b.  “We were prepared for a challenging start to 2021 and it has been just that,” he said. 

(The New York Times, January 14, 2021) 

2021
 

        c.  When I’m not working I take huge walks and realise that I’m writing very little in my 

notebooks these days. It’s also soothing to be with people who know nothing about me. This 
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is most unexpected but New York is being just that – soothing. 
(S. Phillips, Private Faces and Public Places) 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y “seem to”

(4a-c) would can may (4d) “seem to”  

 
  (4)  a.  We could speculate, Donald, but it would be just that—speculation.   (J. Axler, Cosmic Rift) 

 
        b.  While being a super Swing who sings every note perfectly is a good goal, it can be just that—

a goal.                                                                   (J. A. Eyer, L. F. Smith, Broadway Swings) 

 

        c.  There is speculation that the daytime roosts may have some function in communicating where 

food sources are located, but it may be just that - speculation.  
(J. L. Wassink, Watchable Birds of the Black Hills, Badlands, and Northern Great Plains) 

 

        d.  The myth of aging seems to be just that, a myth. 

(E. M. O’Reilly, Decoding the Cultural Stereotypes About Aging) 
 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y just Lee (1991)
just (5a) “before midnight” (specificatory)

(depreciately) just

Otake (2002),  (2009; 2016; 2018) (6) It is that
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  (5)  a.  It happened just before midnight.                                                                     (Lee (1991:43)) 
 

        b.  I just don’t  like it.                                                                                                             (ibid.) 
 

  (6)  “Are you crying?” “I guess.” “What’s the matter?” “It’s just that …” “What?” He offers me his 

T-shirt and I take it and wipe my eyes. “It’s just that I never thought I’d see you again.” 

(  (2018:170): B. Gowdy, The Romantic) 
…

T

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y just … (=(7a))

… (=(7b))  
 

  (7)  a.  Beacon Hill is just that—a hill area.                                 (C. D. Miller, Harry Potter Places) 

 
         b.  I can assure you that these rumors of campaigns are just that—rumors. 

(A. Jacobs, Mage Rising) 

 

 

just merely(=(8a)) only(=(8b)) “all just”(=(8c))
just

just merely only “all just” X 

{is / are} just that: Y  
 

  (8)  a.  The scientist has an ignorance called “theory.” There’s nothing to substantiate it. It’s merely 

that. It’s faith in the unknown. It’s untested fact.        (J. M. Elliot, Science Fiction Voices 2) 

 
        b.  “I know we’re all stirred up about this rumor,” said the teacher. “But right now it’s only that—

a rumor. Rest assured that I will learn the truth and let you know.” 

(B. Hale, Fuzzy Fights Back) 
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        c.  Satan tries to lie to us, tries to harden our hearts, tries to tell us that there is irreparable heart 
damage - but it is all just that, a lie. 

(R. J. Burton, Will the Real Christians Please Stand Up!) 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y

(9a-b) label consider

(9a-b)
it “just that” X {is / are} just that: Y  

 

  (9)  a.  When a myth no longer serves, the first move is usually to label it just that, a myth. 
 (G. Paris, Wisdom of the Psyche) 

 
         b.  If you’re thinking of investing in a cedar chest, consider it just that -- an investment.  

(The Baltimore Sun, May 21, 1992) 

 

 

(10a) let “let them be just that”
Y “in control” (10b)

“turn out to” “be just that” Y “a rumor”

 
 

 (10)  a.  Many husbands have wives that like to be in control, and guess what, many husbands will 

let them be just that, in control.                              (J. Pickard, Making Your House a Home) 

 

          b.  In San Antonio, the rumor about Beto O’Rourke turns out to be just that – a rumor. 
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(The Guadian, October 31, 2018) 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y (11a)

it Y

(11a-b) about for X {is / are} just that: 
Y “it being just that” “being just that”  

 

 (11)  a.  Also, as astute readers will remember, I reported the rumor in a column earlier this year, 
though I seem to recall saying something about it being just that - a rumor. 

(Deseret News, June 14, 1998) 

 

          b.  The satisfying finale was notable for being just that: satisfying. 
(The Washington Post, June 1, 2021) 

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y with

X {is / are} just that: Y “With the 
Treasure Valley being just that, a valley”

 

 
 (12)  With the Treasure Valley being just that, a valley, cold air is susceptible to sinking down into 

the valley and being trapped by warm air above — think about water and oil separating from 

one another in a jar.                                                      (The Idaho Statesman, January 14, 2022) 

 
 

(9)-(12) X {is / are} just that: Y
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X {is / are} just that: Y that X {is / are} just that: Y

that

X {is / are} just that: Y that
 

 

 (13)  To many students, books are just {that / *those}: books. 
 

 

(13) books
those that (13) that

books books

books “books”

(13) X {is / are} just that: Y (14)

 
 

 (14)  To many students, books are just that: books—inanimate objects with information in them. To 

professors, on the other hand, books are creations, things made by real people. 
(M. C. Alewine, M. Canada, Introduction to Information Literacy for Students) 

 

 

(14) “To many students, books are just that”
that books “books—

inanimate objects with information in them”

(14) “To professors, on the other hand, books are 
creations, things made by real people”

books
“books are just that: 

books that “books are just books”  
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 (15)  But books are just books, and fire can burn them, fire can blot them out. 
(E. E. Wiechert, The Earth is Our Heritage) 

 
 

(15) (14) that “books are just books”

“and fire can burn them, fire can blot them out”
books 

are just books” books books
 

X {is / are} just that: Y that

(16a) “in the literal meaning of the phrase”

that “still life”
(16b) literally

that “quiet sleep”

 

 (16)  a.  Not still life in the traditional sense, they are just that in the literal meaning of the phrase: 

inanimate objects that do not move.                          (C. Armstrong, Cézanne in the Studio) 

 

           b.  Quiet sleep is literally just that: quiet sleep. Super boring. The baby just sits there in her 
carrier ... sleeping. No moving, just rhythmic breathing. 

(W. C. Winter, M.D., The Rested Child) 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y

(17a-

b) “private schools”  “public school”

schools
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 (17)  a.  Private schools are just that, private. 

(K. Werner, The Savvy Woman’s Guide to Owning a Home) 

 
          b.  Public schools are just that―public―and are by law required to “take all comers”―black, 

white, rich, poor, kids with “special needs,” immigrant, non-English speaking―however 

one defines the many differences between human beings. 
(D. Gabbard, K. R. Kesson, E. W. Ross, Defending Public Schools) 

 

 
(18a) (18b) (18a) (18b) “negative thoughts”

“negative thoughts” 1 negative 2 thoughts

 

 
 (18)  a.  Negative thoughts are just that, negative.”                 (P. Gussin, And Then There Was One) 

 

          b.  Only our belief in negative thoughts makes them appear to be true to us; at their very core, 
negative thoughts are just that—thoughts.                                              (R. Byrne, The Secret) 

 

 

(18a) “Negative thoughts are just that, negative”
“negative thoughts” 1 negative

negative (18b)

“negative thoughts are just that—thoughts”
“negative thoughts” 2 thoughts

thoughts
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X {is / are} just that: Y Y

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

(19a) “baseball teams” 2 teams (19b) “special teams”
1 special  

 

 (19)  a.  Baseball teams are just that—teams.                      (K. K. Campbell et al. The Rhetorical Act) 
 

          b.  Special teams are just that: special.                                         (E. Louttit, More Indian Ernies) 

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y
(20)  

 
 (20)  a.  

 
(  1960 : 7 ) 

          b.   

(  ) 
          c.  

                                                    (  ) 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y
Y

 

X {is / are} just that: Y

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
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X {is / are} just that: Y X Y X

Y Y

Y
“X {is / are} just that” Y

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
(21a-b) excuses lies

Y  

 
 (21)  a.  Excuses are just that – excuses.       (M. Luck, A Lesson Plan for Teachers (New and Old!)) 

 

          b.  “I apologize for my language, but lies are just that, lies.” 
(The Chicago Tribune, November 1, 2012) 

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

 
 

 (22)  a.  “The Big Lie is just that — a big lie” Biden said of the movement to deny the 2020 results. 

(Arizona Mirror, July 13, 2021) 

2020

 
         b.  In the fairy tale, the princess kisses a frog and it turns into a prince, but it’s just that—a fairy 

tale.                                                                            (C. Eastham, Guys Like Girls Who … ) 

 

 

(22a) “The Big Lie”
Y “a big lie”

(22b) “the fairy tale” “a fairy tale”

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
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X {is / are} just that: Y Y

Y (23a-

b) big flat circumstantial Y
 

 

 (23)  a.  The second highest peak in the Southern District of Shenandoah National Park, Big Flat 
Mountain is just that: big and flat.                (J. Frye, Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip) 

 
         b.  As it is, you’ve got a lot of circumstantial evidence to show that this is the Blazer that Morris 

bought gas for when your witness says he appeared to be traveling with the Mercedes, but 

it’s all just that—circumstantial.                                               (R. Gauge, Unresolved Issues) 

 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
professional

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

(24) “construction professionals” (25) “healthcare professionals”
professionals Y (24)

professionals (25) professional

 
 

 (24)  Construction professionals are just that: professionals. 

(Lansing State Journal, January 15, 2017) 
 

 (25)  Healthcare professionals are just that: professional. 

(E. Haxby, D. Hunter, S. Jaggar, An Introduction to Clinical Governance and Patient Safety) 
 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
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(26) “behind the scenes”
Y  

 

 (26)  You hear about how great of a guy he is behind the scenes, but we don’t really get to see it 
because it’s just that - behind the scenes.                                         (Golf Digest, June 15, 2021) 

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

(27) up Y  
 

 (27)  The way up the mountain is just that—up! 

(D. Dunlap, Day Hiking in the Western Maine Mountains) 
 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
(28a-b) speculate talk

speculation talk Y  

 
 (28)  a.  As a scientist, I am asked to speculate as to the meaning of a particular discovery, but it’s 

just that - speculation. (United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Health, Education, 

Labor, and Pensions, Can Congress Help Fulfill the Promise of Stem Cell Research?) 

 

         b.  Regulators across emerging Asia often talk about their need to create financial hubs, but 
mostly it is just that: talk.                                                        (Asiamoney, January 13, 2020) 

 
 

(29) risks risky

Y  
 

 (29)  I think we all would agree if you look at what’s going on in the markets today, there’re definitely 

risks in many of the areas to which the banks would like to gain access. But that’s the way it 
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is. Whenever you’re in a trading business, it is just that risky. 
(United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, Status 
of U.S. the Financial System) 

 
 

(30) formal formality

X {is / are} just that: Y Y  
 

 (30)  For Hunter and the other soldiers of the division’s 2nd Battalion, 7th Infantry Regiment, many 

of whom are on their third or fourth tours, the formal end of combat operations in Iraq on 
Tuesday is just that: a formality.                                      (Los Angeles Times, August 30, 2010) 

 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
(31a) myth myth legend

Y (31b) situational

environmental (31c)
appearances illusion Y  

 

 (31)  a.  “But what can we do? Secession? Not a chance, Jack. That silly myth that we alone can  
 secede? It’s just that, a myth, a legend.”                        (T. Kratman, A State of Disobedience) 

 

         b.  “When we experience loss, it’s normal to have situational depression. But that is just that; 

it’s environmental. Trust that you will feel better spontaneously, once you have processed 
your grief,” says Rountree.                                                    (The Week, December 22, 2016) 
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         c.  However such appearances are just that, an illusion. 

(M. Sinclair, Y. Wolf, The Bergsonian Mind) 

 
 

Y X {is / 

are} just that: Y Y (32a)
story Y legend

more myth than reality (32b)

“a theory of philosophy or speculation” Y “a merely 
plausible inference, an unproven hypothesis, or a ‘best guess’”

 

 
 (32)  a.  Now, a man who fled Cuba with “El Duque” says at least part of the story is just that: a 

legend--more myth than reality.                           (The Washington Post, December 6, 1998) 

 

          b.  A theory of philosophy or speculation is just that: a merely plausible inference, an unproven 

hypothesis, or a ‘best guess’.                          (R. Carrier, Sense and Goodness Without God) 

 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y Y

(33a) “it is 

just that” talk
“to be more accurate―propaganda”

(33a)

(33b) X {is / are} just that: Y

Y “an opinion and to be honest based on very little personal experience”
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“an opinion”  
 

 (33)  a.  All of this talk sounds good, but in my opinion it is just that―talk, or to be more 

accurate―propaganda. 
(T. Sass, If You Can’t Be Better Than an N-Word, Then Who Can You Be Better Than?) 

 

          b.  Like everyone I have an opinion and it is just that – an opinion and to be honest based on 

very little personal experience.                             (M. Schoby, Do-It-Yourself Dream Hunts) 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y Y

(34) X {is / are} just that: Y “a long 

winter” “a season” Y Y
a season” “and seasons always 

change”  

 
 (34)  This may be a long winter, but it is just that—a season—and seasons always change. 

(B. Stulberg, The Practice of Groundedness) 

 

 

(35) “Identical twins are just that: identical”
“identical twins”

identical “genetically identical as well as facially and physically identical”

 

 

 (35)  Identical twins are just that: identical—genetically identical as well as facially and physically 
identical.                                                                                      (S. K. Tremayne, The Ice Twins) 
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(36) X {is / are} just that: Y Y

“This book is just that - a travelling companion”
Y “a travelling 

companion” to “a travelling companion”

 
 

 (36)  If you’ve stood on top of mountains, literally or figuratively, or if you’ve just plodded along in 

the valleys, wouldn’t it be nice sometimes to just have a travelling companion? This book is 
just that - a travelling companion to help you see through the author’s eyes and hear through 

his ears the wonder of the Journey.                  (C. Tingle, A Traveller’s Guide to The Journey) 

 
 

(37) “biological clock” Y

X {is / are} just that: Y “biological clock”
Y “a perpetual, precisely accurate, 

never run - down clock that continually records a variety of events that you take for granted every 

waking hour you live”

“biological clock”  

 
 (37)  It’s your biological clock – so called because it’s just that, a perpetual, precisely accurate, never 

run - down clock that continually records a variety of events that you take for granted every 

waking hour you live.                                                         (J. F. Hurdle, The Biofeedback Diet) 

 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y
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Y “an opinion” “an opinion” “an educated 
guess …” …

 

 
 (38)  This is not to say that doctors aren’t often correct when they give a patient bad news or that the 

patient isn’t entitled to the doctor’s opinion. But if you are given such a diagnosis, keep in mind 

that it is just that: an opinion, an educated guess based on statistics and the doctor’s training 
and experience, which hopefully are vast but which may not take into consideration all the 

factors, including that of the patient’s will to get better. 

(D. Blake, The Goddess Is in the Details) 

 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

(37) “leaf-

like structures” X {is / are} just that: Y “those are just that”
Y “modified 

leaves called”

bracts “the bracts”
 

 

 (39)  The flowers are not those large, red, leaf-like structures; those are just that — modified leaves 
called bracts. The bracts are for attracting pollinating insects. 

(The Sun Chronicle, January 3, 2017) (=(2c) ) 
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(40) X {is / are} just that: Y Y
X “a particle beam” Y “a beam of particles”

Y a beam of particles” particles

particles
 

 

 (40)  But a particle beam is literally just that, a beam of particles. You charge them and accelerate 
them at a target. They are literally smaller than an atom, but you are accelerating billions of 

them at a significant portion of the speed of light.                              (D. Pendleton, Skysniper) 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y Y

 

 

 
2 3 X {is / are} just that: Y X

Y X Y
X

 

X {is / are} just that: Y
X Y X Y

(41)

“When you have a bad day (or several), you need to 
recognize that it is just that—a temporary bad patch”

X {is / are} just that: Y  
 

 (41)  When you have a bad day (or several), you need to recognize that it is just that—a temporary 

bad patch. Realize that you will not be able to do the same things on those days as you can on 
your good days and be realistic.           (R. M. Rapee, Overcoming Shyness and Social Phobia) 
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X {is / are} just that: Y just

X {is / are} just that: Y just that
X Y

X {is / are} just that: Y

X
“X {is / are} just that” “X {is / are} just that: Y”

Y (42a)

“Thoughts are just that” “not 
facts, and not true”

(42b) “The trade scenarios are just that – scenarios”

“not facts”
 

 

 (42)  a.  Thoughts are just that — not facts, and not true.    (A. Ardagh, The Translucent Revolution) 

 

         b.  The trade scenarios are just that - scenarios, not facts - and are based on no kind of inside 
info.                                                                 (The Philadelphia Inquirer, January 27, 2022) 

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y

(43a-b)
X {is / are} just that: Y

 

 
 (43)  a.  The most important thing to remember about assumptions is that they are just that—

assumptions, not facts. 

(M. Linehan, Cognitive-behavioral Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder)  
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          b.  While it is certainly important to discuss these two very likely scenarios for the future of the 
university, it is equally important to remember that they are just that: scenarios. 

(S. Inayatullah, J. Gidley, The University in Transformation) 

 

 
(43a-b) remember understand remind realize

forget

X {is / are} just that: Y
(44a) “a game, win or lose, is just that — a game”

(=“must understand”) (“have to constantly 
remind yourself of this”) (44b) “moods are just that—moods”  

(“The first thing to realize”)  
 

 (44)  a.  Children must understand that a game, win or lose, is just that — a game. As a parent, you 

may also have to constantly remind yourself of this. 
(The National Alliance for Youth Sports, A Parent’s Guide to Baseball & Softball) 

 

          b.  The first thing to realize is that moods are just that—moods—and they will pass. 

(S. Arterburn, P. Meier, F. Minirth, Mastering Your Moods)  

 

         c.  What you must remind yourself is that other people’s version of “reality” is just that—their 
version.                                                                                              (C. A. Leyba, Girl Code) 

 
         d.  But, as with any wild animal, anyone who works with them should never forget that they are 

just that — a wild animal. As such, sharks bring with them an element of unpredictability. 

(R. Elliott, Shark Man) 
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X {is / are} just that: Y

(45a-b)

“What {we / they} don’t realize is” that
X {is / are} just that: Y  

 

 (45)  a.  What we don’t realize is that our temporary fixes are just that: temporary. 
(D. Morrison, In Praise of the Crone) 

 
         b.  What they don’t realize is that bad behavior is just that. 

(M. Nocentelli, Open Door Closed Closet) 

 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y
X Y

X Y

(46a) “always remember that they are just that—clues, and nothing more”

(46b) “make sure it’s just that — 
reasonable”

(46c) “make sure it’s just that: an introduction”

X {is / are} 
just that: Y remember make sure

X Y X Y

 
 

 (46)  a.  Be careful to pick up on clues that help avoid misinterpretation, but always remember that 

they are just that—clues, and nothing more. 
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(A. Davidson, R. Davidson, How Good Parents Raise Great Kids) 

 
          b.  Offer the lowest reasonable price but make sure it’s just that — reasonable. 

(D. Gray, P. Mitham, Real Estate Investing for Canadians for Dummies) 

 

          c.  If this is your introduction to contemporary poetry, make sure it’s just that: an introduction. 

(A. Huey, W. T. Kaneko, Poetry: A Writers’ Guide and Anthology) 

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y

 “the {truth / fact} is”

 

 
 (47)  a.  This is true whether you suspect a new condition, or you don’t trust a doctor’s opinion. The 

truth is … it is just that  an opinion.                                         (K. McGath, Let Them See) 

 

          b.  “They’re only there to train and advise the Iraqi army, and the fact is it’s just that – training 
and advising,” he said, dismissing fears that his proposal would lead to tens of thousands of 

additional U.S. troops locked in another bloody ground war. 

(The Washington Post, April 14, 2015) 

 

 

X {is / are} just that: Y X Y X
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Y X

X

X {is / are} just that: Y “rest assured”
(48a) “But right now it’s only that—a rumor. Rest assured that I will 

learn the truth and let you know.”

rumor

X {is / are} just that: Y

 
 

 (48)  a.  “I know we’re all stirred up about this rumor,” said the teacher. “But right now it’s only 

that—a rumor. Rest assured that I will learn the truth and let you know.” 
(B. Hale, Fuzzy Fights Back (Class Pets 4)) (=(8b) ) 

 

          b.  So, you can rest assured that a ‘stage show’ is just that – a stage show. 

(A. Eaton, Words That Work) 

 

          c.  First of all, let me assure you that all the horror stories about helicopters are just that—stories. 
(R. Padfield, Learning to Fly Helicopters, Second Edition) 

 
 

X {is / are} just that: Y  

 

 
X {is / are} just that: Y

 
X {is / are} just that: Y X Y

X Y



X {is / are} just that: Y  
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that
 

X {is / are} just that: Y Y

 
X {is / are} just that: Y

X Y X Y

X Y
X Y

X
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